Genetic characterization of Swedish patients with familial hypercholesterolemia: a heterogeneous pattern of mutations in the LDL receptor gene.
Familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is an autosomal codominant disease, caused by mutations in the LDL receptor gene. To characterize the distribution of genetic aberrations in Swedish FH-patients fulfilling the clinical criteria of FH, we have investigated 150 unrelated Swedish patients for mutations in the LDL receptor gene and for the most common mutation causing familial ligand defective apo B-100 (FDB). Of the patients, 77 were recruited from Huddinge University Hospital in Stockholm and 73 from Sahlgren's University Hospital in Göteborg. Screening was carried out using SSCP and Southern blotting techniques, combined with DNA sequence analysis. In total, mutations regarded as cause for disease were identified in 55 patients (37%), representing 32 different types of mutations. In the LDL receptor gene we detected four nonsense mutations, 13 missense mutations, seven splice junction mutations, and four major rearrangements. In addition, two small deletions were identified and one base exchange in the promoter region. The most common mutation (apo B3500) causing FDB was found in three patients. The most frequent mutation was FH-Helsinki, reflecting the admixture of Finnish immigrants. We further identified 15 point mutations which were not considered to affect the function of the gene, and thus were regarded as polymorphic changes. This multitude of mutations reflects a heterogeneous genetic background in our series of Swedish FH-patients and differs from the situation in the other Scandinavian countries. Future studies should aim at characterizing the importance of other genes for the development of the FH phenotype.